2018 International Folk Art Market Hotel Shuttles Vehicle Access Procedure
Selected hotel shuttle services have been granted access to Museum Hill for the duration of the
International Folk Art Market. These hotel shuttle services will be dropping off and picking up their hotel
guests who have tickets to attend the Market. A designated drop-off and pick-up location has been set
aside for these vehicles and guests in front of the Udall Museum resources building. This is the only
location where hotel shuttle vehicles will be allowed to stop while on Museum Hill. After disembarking,
hotel guests will be required to walk along Camino Lejo to access the Market. The Parking Attendant at
the Udall Lot will assist in ensuring safety with pedestrian crossings. Any hotel guests with accessibility
requirements are strongly encouraged to take the Accessible Shuttle service from Moon (PERA) and Sun
(South Capitol) Lots, provided by the Market, to access Museum Hill as this provides the highest level of
service for them. ADA equipped Golf carts will be in Udall to assist with any accessible needs.
Any hotel shuttle wishing to drop guests off at Moon (PERA) Lot are encouraged to use the transit stop
on Old Santa Fe Trail rather than entering the lot and getting into the Attendee Shuttle bus queue and all
Sponsored hotels will be aware of this prior to Market.
All of these selected hotel shuttles must have an IFAM Vehicle Access Permit to access Museum Hill.
Vehicle Access Permits are assigned and distributed prior to the market. Vehicle Access Permits can be
requested through the Advancement Team at connie@folkartmarket.org.
Any hotels shuttles observed not adhering to the above protocol will, on first offence, be given a verbal
warning by a member of the transport staff. On second offence, the Venue Transport Manager (VTM)
will make contact with the hotel concierge to attempt and rectify the situation. Should non-compliance
continue, escalating action may be taken, at the determination of the VTM, potentially resulting in
revoking the hotel shuttle’s Vehicle Access Permit.
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